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Below are a few of our favorite inventory selections and we’ve priced them to sell. Truly great coins are hard to find,
regardless of the price, and we pride ourselves on locating and placing some of the best the market has to offer. Have
questions or don’t see what you’re looking for? Just call 1-800-928-6468 and let us help.
Gordian III Bronze Sestertius Choice Extremely Fine –
We were offered a small deal of about ten of these
gorgeous Bronze Roman coins depicting emperor
Gordian III from around 240 B.C. and didn’t hesitate to
buy them all. For the price, they are some of the best
values in our inventory. They are large, round, beautiful
coins with a gorgeous overall patina and fantastic eye
appeal. Available for $329 each.
1855 Chilean 50 c. PCGS Gold Foil SSCA – As many
already know, the effects of saltwater on silver (and most
metals) is destructive. It’s hard to believe that this exact
coin sank to the bottom of the ocean on board the SS
Central America and upon recovery and conservation,
the details on this 1855 Chilean 50 Cent piece are really
spectacular. Only one available, coin shown is the exact
coin you will receive. Only $472
Antiochus VII Silver Tetradrachm NGC Choice About
Uncirculated – Struck nearly 2,200 years ago, these large
and intricate silver tetradrachms struck by
Antiochus VII have remarkable detail and history.
Besides the obvious historic importance, they’re
hand-struck in high-relief and no two coins are exactly
alike. They are excellent examples of Hellenistic art.
Only $895.
1882-CC Morgan Dollar PCGS Mint State 65 DMPL –
Here’s a flashy, highly mirrored Carson City Silver Dollar
that blasts out of its PCGS holder! Its frosty devices and
highly mirrored fields are accurately notated by PCGS as
prooflike and the overall Mint State 65 grade makes this a
solid coin for the money. Prooflike CC’s are desirable and
always quick to sell. You can also check for different dates
or higher grades. Available for $1,975.
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1857-S $20 Liberty PCGS Mint State-61 - Ship of
Gold – This stunning 1857 San Francisco Double Eagle
was recovered from the SS Central America shipwreck,
referred to as the “Ship of Gold.” It was carefully
curated to enhance its natural beauty and has been
certified and graded by PCGS to be in Mint State 61
condition. Each coin in this exclusive release comes
sealed in a specially-designed PCGS holder to
protect the intricate details of the coin.
Available for $8,450.
Mysia Cyzicus Electrum Full Stater NGC Very Fine
4x4 –Dating back around 2,500 years, this impressive
and hefty full stater is struck from electrum--a mixture
of gold and silver. The obverse is one that we have yet to
encounter--the full image of Ketos--a sea monster from
ancient lore. Interesting incuse punch on the back and
truly a great coin for the money.
Special Price of $9,575.

Tiberius Gold Aureus Liva as Pax NGC About
Uncirculated 5x3 – Tiberius ruled the Roman Empire from 14-37 AD, during the life and death of Jesus
Christ. Coins bearing his likeness are very desirable,
particularly when in such a fine state of preservation.
This coin is well centered and struck with originality
and lots of eye appeal. Great coin for the money and a
classic rarity from ancient Rome.
Special Price of $10,243.
Ptolemy II Gold Octodrachm Choice Very Fine 5x3
Ancient Egypt was known to be a country of remarkable
wealth and prosperity and it is evident in their gold
Octodrachms struck around 2,300 years ago. The Gold
Octodrachm is the biggest gold coin ever struck in
ancient times. Each coin contains just under an ounce
of pure gold, which represented an enormous amount
of wealth back then, and today too! This particular
example has been graded by NGC Ancients to be in
a Choice Very Fine condition, making it somewhat
affordable to collectors. Available for $19,750.

